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ABBREVIATIONS AND SYMBOLIC CONVENTIONS

A absolutive var variant
A Aralle vd voiced
Acr actuative vl.. voiceless
A·T Aralle-Tabulahan yNQ yes/no question
ATR advanced tongue root
C consonant 1.••............first person
CMP completive 2 second person
conj conjunction 3 third person
E ergative s singular
EMPH emphatic d dual
FUT future p plural.
GPRO ~eneral pronoun n inclusive
IC Intonation contour x exclusive
INT intransitive # word boundary
LOC locative - morpheme boundary (ex.s)
NCMP incompletive + morpheme boundary (rules)
nom with nominals $ syllable boundary (rules)
NZR nominalizer V.V syllable boundary (ex.s)
PASS passive
POS possessive V. . lengthened segment
PRT particle 'Y stressed syllable
PSS Proto South Sulawesi - is in variation with
PUS Pitu Ulunna Salu .•................disallowed form
REC reciprocal
REF referential / / (morpho)phonemic script
s/t. something J ) phon.etic script
T Tabulaha.n English gloss
TAGQ tag question ( ) optional
vcr uncertainty
UF underlying form ( one of two or more
V vowel ( alternates
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1 INTRODUCTION

Aralle-Tabulahan (A-T), an Austronesian language, is a member of the
northern South Sulawesi language family. Most of its 7,000 speakers live in the
subdistricts of Aralle, Raile Anak, Tabulahan and Mambi in the northern and
western parts of Mambi district in South Sulawesi's Polewali-Mamasa subprovince.
Linguistic surveys have variously categorised A-T as: a dialect/dialects of the Pitu
Ulunna Salu language (PUS) (Grimes & Grimes 1987); a probably separate
language, comprising what may be a single dialect (Friberg 1987); a separate
language and member of the proposed Pitu Ulunna Salu subfamily (Strernme 1987).
I concur with Strernme's conclusion that A-T is a separate language, sharing enough
common features with languages to the south to be considered part of a common
SUbfamily, and sufficiently few similarities with languages to the east to be
considered part of the Toraja-Sa'dan subfamily. Strernme lists three dialects for A-
T, including Marnbi, However since Mambi IS as close lexically to PUS as it is to
A-T, and on the surface at least appears phonologically closer to PUS than to A-T,
I do not consider it a dialect of A-T and have made no attempt at this point to
analyse its phonology.

To the best of our knowledge no previous linguistic work has been carried out
in the A.:T language. 'Linguistic research is currently being undertaken in the
neighbouring PUS language, known locally as Bambam/Bambang, Written work on
PUS includes an unpublished manuscript on the phonology of that language
(Campbell- this volume). A-T shares a number of common phonological features
and processes with rus, but also differs on a number of points.

The field work on which this study is based was conducted under the UNHAS-
SIL cooperative working agreement and mostly in the villages of Salu Leang and
Tabulahan in the Tabulahan subdistrict. Accordingly this paper deals principally
with the Tabulahan dialect of the language, although the major points of divergence
from this as evident in the Aralle dialect have been noted as well. I have based the
analysis on the generative approach, but have reserved the right to depart from this
where it seemed helpful to do so.



stop (vI)
(vd)

fricative
nasal
lateral
flap
semivowel

b t d k?A

S h
In n U

I
"r

y

Two glottal stops have been posited. In addition to 'regular' ~lottal stop [1]
which occurs in syllable final position, a second weaker glottal [A), differing only in
this respect, is found occurring between identical vowels. Section 2.4.1 discusses its
status more fully. (See also section 5.3 Rule 15.)

Table 2· Vocoids

front central back
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high tense
lax

mid tense
lax

low

1 U
l U
e 0
e o
re a
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2 SEGMENTALS

2.1 Phones and Phonemes

There is little allophonic variation among A-T consonant phonemes, but most
A-T vowel phonemes have more than one phonetic form. The charts in this
section present the phones found in A- T and their underlying phonemes.

2.1.1 Phones

Of the 25 phones found in this dialect, 15 are contoids and 10 are vocoids.

Table 1 • Contoids

bilabial dental alveolar palatal velar glottal



hi~h
mid
low

From the 25 phones tabulated above, 18 are to be considered phonemes.
These 12 consonants and 6 vowels are listed below.

Table 3 - Consonants

labial coronal back

stop (vi)
(vd)

fricative
nasal

, lateral
semivowel

P t k
b .d

s h
m "n U

I
Y

It can be seen from Table 3 that the" phones [?1, ["] and [r] have not been
assigned phoneme status. It will be shown in section 5.1 that /kJ and /d/ are subject
to strength changing processes in certain environments (Rules 3 and 4), producing
the allophones r'1] and [r] respectively. Section 5.3 also shows the process deriving
the phone ["] (Rule 15). "

Table 4 - Vowels

front back

2.1.2 Phonemes

i u
"e 0
re a

The 10 vocoids presented in Table 2 are thus reduced to six vowel phonemes.
Each of the non low vowels has two allophones, one tense (+ ATR) and one lax
(- ATR). The processes describing these allophonic changes are found in Section
S.l (Rules 5 & 6). .

2.1.3 Distinctive Features

Table 5 • Consonant Feature Matrix (including allophones)

p t k b d s h m nul y ? f

syllabic
consonantal
continuant
nasal
anterior
coronal
voiced
flap
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- - - - - - - - - - - - - -
+ + + + + + - + + + ~ - - +
- - - - - + + - - - + + - -
- - - - - - - + + + - - - -
+ + - + + + - + + - + - - +- + - - + + - - + - + + - +
- - - + + - - + + + + + - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - +
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syllabic
high
low
back
ATR

+ + + + + + + + + ++ + + + - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - + +- - + + - - + + - +
+ - + - + - + -

2.2 Interpretation

2.2.1 Consonant versus Vowel

When occurring in a syllable peak Iii is interpreted as a vowel:

(1) [hi.pe] /hipel 'across'

[1.0] liol 'yes'

When occurring in syllable onset or coda position Iii is interpreted as a consonant:

(2) [te.ye] Iteyel 'hand'

[krey.yrelJ) /kreyyrefJf 'big'

[ya.lilJ] fyalilJl 'inside'

If the word ·/teiel existed, it would be distinguishable frorn,/teyel on the grounds of
stress. Compare "[te.i.e] with [te.ye], When Iii occurs in word final position, stress
cannot always be the basis of proof that Iii is either vowel or consonant.

(3) [rna.i] Imai/ 'to here'

In example 3, [moil would be stressed as shown, whether a one ·or a two syllable
word. It could then be interpreted as either Imai/ or Irnay/. However, since
monosyllabic words are quite infrequent in A-T, an Interpretation of vowel is more
likely to be correct. I am interpreting all cases of word final/if as vowel then, until
there is evidence to the contrary.

The other high vowel lui, is always interpreted as a vowel. It only occurs in
syllable peaks.

(4) [u.ha.ti] luhati/ 'grub'

[leh.su"] /lehsuk/ 'egg'

[ta.u] Ilau/ GPRO

104 Aralle- Tabulahan

Table 6 • Vowel Feature Mutrlx (Including allophones)

i t u u e E 0 ~ re a
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2.2.2 Segment versus Sequence

The Tabulahan dialect of A-T displays no affricates/ stop + homorganic fricative
combinations other than in a few Indonesian loan words.

Four sets of potentially ambivalent sequences occur in A- T and therefore need
to be addressed:

a) nasal + homorganic stop
b) double segments (geminates)
c) glottal stop + other stop
d) vowel clusters

a) Nasal + homorganic stop combinations abound but only word medially and
across a syllable boundary. They are interpreted then as sequence; never as
prenasalised stop.

(S) [larn.bu] /Iambu/ 'to pound'

[pan.tu.he] /pantuhe/ 'tube for blowing fire'

[talJ·ke] /tauke/ 'branch'

b) Double consonants 'often occur at morpheme boundaries and only across
syllable boundaries. They are rather less frequent than in many other South
Sulawesi languages, generally correspondin~ to the form [he]. That is, where
cognates in related languages (or dialects VlZ. Aralle) have a geminate consonant
cluster ([CC]), the Tabulahan dialect of A·T frequently has the form [he]. Thus:

(6) /bittik/ (Aralle) = /bihtik/ (Tabulahan) 'foot'

/hesseek/ ( II ) = /hehseek/ ( ") 'mud'.

This sequence of fricative + frictive/stop is itself univalent and grounds to interpret
its geminate counterparts as sequence.

c) Glottal stop + other stop is a combination again interpreted as sequence.
Besides occurring across syllable boundaries in certain roots,

(7) [u?da] /ukda/ 'no' (Aralle/Mambi),

This combination frequently occurs across morpheme boundaries and is also
generated by a morphophonemic process affecting stative verbs (see section 5.3,
Rule 21)

(8) [mahrnbejj] /malimbeg/ 'deep' ,

becomes [mali'vbe"] /malikbek/ 'very deep'

d) Vowel clusters generally have reversed counterparts and all vowels occur in
combination with at least four of the other vowels. Accordingly I am interpreting
all such clusters as sequences, not as diphthongs or long vowels.
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2.3 Description of Phonemes

2.3.1 Consonant Phonemes

All A-T consonant phonemes occur in word initial and medial positions. In
addition to initial and medial Eositions, /k.I and Ipl are also found word-finally. In
this position /k.I is realised as L?]. As word-initia phonemes the functional load of
Iyl and of IrJlis extremely low; only a few examples of either exist in this position.

Consonant Phoneme Positions

Ipl Voiceless bilabial plosive, occurs word initially and medially.

(9) initial /puha/ (PUha1 'already'
medial IpepahiJ pepahi] 'wind'

It! Voiceless dental plosive, occurs word initially and medially.

(10) initial Ituho/ (tUhO} 'to live'
medial /matel mate] 'to die'

/k/ Voiceless velar plosive, realised by the following variants:

[?] Voiceless glottal stop, occurs syllable finally in word medial and final
positions.

(11) medial /sikda/ (si?da 1 'truly'
final /dakek/ dakE1] 'not yet'

[k] Voiceless velar plosive, occurs syllable initially in word initial and
medial positions.

(12) initial /kaba/ (kaba] 'coffee'
medial jhakaj haka] 'ball'

/hI Voiced bilabial plosive, occurs word initially and medially.

(13) initial /bohto/ [b5hto] 'village'
medial /kaheba/ [kuheba] 'news'

IdJ Voiced alveolar plosive, realised by the following variants:

[f] Voiced alveolar flap, optionally occurs in intervocalic position.

(14) /tadial [tadia] 'not' (nom)
- [tafia]

[d) Voiced alveolar plosive, occurs word initially and medially.

(15) initial Idial [{Ho] '2s'
media] Ikundan! [kundan] 'thunder'
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lsI Voiceless alveolar frictive, occurs word initially and medially.

(16) initial Isua! [sua] 'mouth'
medial !dasaIJ/ dasaIJ] 'house'

/hi Voiceless glottal fricative, occurs word initially-and medially.

(17) initial /hapu/ [hapu] 'kitchen'
medial /pehelJiI [pehcIJi] 'yesterday'

1m! Voiced bilabial nasal, occurs word initially and medially.

(18) initial /madondon/ [marondJ!J] 'tomorrow'
medial /kamehsa/ [kamshsa J 'nine'

!n! Voiced alveolar nasal, occurs word initially and medially.

(19) initial Inreik/ [nasi"] 'young girl'
medial /kenek/ [kenE~] 'rain'

!IJ! Voiced velar nasal, occurs word initially, medially and finally.

(20) initial IIJaIJIJak/ !IJaIJIJa?] 'bridle'
medial !seIJak/ selJa?] 'different'
final IpudulJl puruIJ] 'nose'

/II Voiced alveolar lateral, occurs word initially and medially.

(21) initial lIalaIJI [laJaIJI 'road'
medial lilel [ile] 'snake'

Iyl Voiced palatal semivowel, occurs word initially and medially.

(22) initial Iyahol [yaho] 'up'
medial /teyel [teye] 'hand'

2.3.2 Vowel Phonemes

All six A-T vowel phonemes occur in both stressed and unstressed open
syllables and both stressed and unstressed closed syllables us the following examples
show.

Vowel Phoneme Positions

Iii Voiced high front unrounded vowel phoneme, realised by the following
variants:

[l] Voiced high open front unrounded vocoid, occurs in closed syllables before
anterior consonants.

(23) Idinnel [dinne] 'here'
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[i] . Voiced high close front unrounded vocoid, occurs in open syllables and
syllables closed by back consonants.

(24) open /hipe,' [hipe1 'across'
closed /bihti?1 [bIhti?] 'leg'

leI Voiced mid front unrounded vowel phoneme, realised by the following variants:

[e] Voiced mid open front unfounded vocold, occurs in closed syllables.

(25) /betek/ [bets"] 'to go across'

[e] Voiced mid close front unrounded vocoid, occurs in open syllables.

(26) /behiUI [behiq] 'edge'

lrel Voiced low front unrounded vowel phoneme, occurs in open and closed
syllables.

(27) open /breIrebrek/ [brelrebre?] 'woven bamboo'
closed Itremprek/ [teempee"] 'youngest'

lui Voiced high back rounded vowel phoneme, realised by the following variants:

[6] Voiced high open back rounded vocoid, occurs in closed syllables before
anterior consonants.

(28) /sumbana/ [surnbana] 'before'

[u] Voiced high close back rounded vocoid, occurs in open syllables and
syllables closed by back consonants.

(29) open Isupul [supu] 'only'
closed luhpak/ uhpa"] 'four'

101 Voiced mid back rounded vowel phoneme, realised by the following variants:

[J] Voiced mid open back rounded vocoid, occurs in closed syllables.

(30) /saohkok/ [sadhko"] 'small'

:0] Voiced mid close back rounded vocoid, occurs in open syllables.

:31) Ipanol [pano] 'go level'

luI Voiced low back unrounded vowel phoneme, occurs in open and closed
syllables.

(32) open lahal (aha] 'there is/are'
closed /ampok/ ampo"] 'but'
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2.4 Contrast of Phonemes

2.4.1 Contrast of Consonant Phonemes

Two possible conclusions can be reached in analysing the phones [k], [?] andn
Firstly, . [7] appears word finally and medially before other contoids and so

complements r] which only occurs intervocalically. It would seem then that they
are allophones of the one phoneme. Pairs can be found to illustrate contrast
between [k] and I?I intervocalically, leading to the conclusion that they are separate
phonemes.

(33) /kI,/?/ /haka/ [haka] 'ball'
/ha?a/ [ha"'a] 'top plate (of house frame)'

/dakulJ/ [dakalJ] 'basket (man's)'
Ida?a/ da"'a] 'don'tl'

However [?] also occurs intervocalically at morpheme boundaries.

(34) /pa-elav-i/ [paela?i] 'go carefully!'
Ima?-otol [ma?6to] 'to go by car'

Alternatively if we examine [A] in context we find it not only occurs
intervocalically, but also always between identical vowels.

(35) [lOd6"'o] 'that'

[tndeAe] 'this'

[mani''I] 'soon'

There are no geminate vowels in A-T, so it would not be unreasonable to posit
an epenthetical process by which [A] is inserted to break up the vowel cluster
present in the underlying structure of words such as lhaAa). ThIS being the case, we
are left without intervocalic contrast between pairs like /haka/ and /h6.a/. [k] occurs
word initially and intervocalically (ie always syllable-initially); [?] occurs only
syllable finally. Since the environment governs the selection of either one or the
other and does so completely predictably, we can conclude that [?] and [k] are
allophones of a single phoneme, which we will call /k/.

I have adopted this second analysis as being the more reasonable and elegant,
because the glottals are completely predictable and the net result is one less
phoneme. There remain only four other pairs of consonants close enough to need
contrasting.
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(36) - Consonant Contrasts

/p/jbl /pahel [pahe] 'rice (plant)"
Ibahi/ [bahi] 'pig'

It/Jd/ ftontoIJ/ [tSnt::>IJ] 'to remain'
ftondolJl [t5nd::>n] 'top'

/k/,/h/ /kenek/ fkenE?] 'rain'
/henek/ hene?] 'sago glue'

/n/,/ul fnaoal [naoa] 'he said':
fIjaool [IJ80"'O] 'you're lying!'

2.4.2 Contrast of Vowel Phonemes

(37) - Vowel Contrasts

Ii/Jel /kalumpini/ [kalumpiniJ 'sideburns'
/kalumpeni/ [kalumpeni] 'swift (bird)'

le/Jre/ lheJJkreTjI [hETjkreTj] 'to laugh-cry'
IhrelJkreIJ/ [hrelJkrelJ] 'twig'

lre/Jal llemprelJ/ flempwq] 'to stop and visit'
/lempaTj/ lempaIJJ 'to overflow a cup'

la/Jo/ /lekbak/ [IE?ba?J 'to leave'
/lekbok/ lE?b;>? 'sea'

10lJut /paan/ [poaIJ] 'tree'
/puaIJ/ puaU] 'lord'

3 SUPRASEGMENTAL FEATURES

3.1 Stress

Stress in A-T is regular and predictable. Apart from three conditions which
place stress on other syllables, stress in this language always falls on the
penultima te.!

(38) Itamil] 'to enter'
patama] 'to cause to enter'
kupatarna] 'I cause to enter'
lakupatarna] 'I will cause to enter'



Rule 1 - Stress placement

S --> [+stress] / S
- [-stress]

The three conditions overriding this general pattern are:

a) distal vocative stress placement
b) enclitics
c) certain off-glides

a) Vocatives will follow one of two patterns. When addressing someone at close
range, stress placement on the name or term of address is on the penultimate
syllable in accordance with the general pattern of the language. But if the
addressee is at some distance from the speaker the stress placement is altered such
that stress now falls on the final syllable. With this there is usually an increase in
volume or force of delivery commensurate with the distance involved.

(39) close range (0 s5?yaIJ] 'Oh Sofian'
distance s~?yalJ] 'Sofian' (called)

This process can be handled by the following rule:

Rule 2 - Distal Vocative Stress Placement

S --> [+stress] / ] #

distal vocative word
Rule 2 needs to precede Rule 1 in rule ordering, so that the the final syllable

of a distal vocative will already be stressed and therefore not undergo Stress
Placement.

b) As stress placement is measured from the right end of the word, prefixes and
proclitics can have no bearing on it. Suffixes and enclitics on the other hand do
affect the positioning of stress. Any suffix attached to a root in A-T will cause the
stress on that root to shift to the right so that it remains on the penultimate
syllable.

(40) (daSaIJ1 'house'
daS8lJku] 'my house'

With suffixes then, stress remains on the penultimate syllable.

Enclitics, however, by definition cannot be stressed and neither do they cause
the stress to shift from its position on a root or stem. They merely 'lean' on the tail
end of a word and in so doin~ add extra syllables to the right of the stressed
syllable. Thus with one enclitic attached stress will be on the antepenultimate

Aralle- Tabulahan 111
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The major difference so far encountered is with content questions at the
sentence level. Where PUS for example has a rise in intonation at the lust stressed
syllable of the sentence with both yes/no and content questions, A-T content
questions would generaIJy have a sharp fall followed by a rise to the initial level.

For most sentence types the intonation is level until a nucleus at the last
stressed syllable. Here the pitch level changes either up or down and either
remains at that level until the end, or changes again on the following syllable.

Below is a list of sentence level intonation patterns frequently encountered.
This is neither an exhaustive list, nor are the intonation patterns described

112 Aralle- Tabulahan

syllable; with two it will be found on the preantepenultimate syllable. Both
frequently occur.

(41) ImarSnd~IJJ + [-kE?] - > fmar5nd~lJkE?1
tomorrow (NCMP) tomorrow' (NCMP)

Iuok5~ti?J -t [-fal + [-kal -> JUJ.Jk5hti?r~kal
you pick (UCf) (YNQ) Old you pick?'

c) Certain vowel sequences, notably those beginning with lel can in rapid speech
skew the expected stress pattern. Where stress should occur on the second vowel
of the sequence, it is sometimes thus left-shifted one place. A closer examination
of the same word at a slower speed reveals that in fact stress does full on the
second of the sequence as expected.

(42) Imai?dil - Imai?dil 'many'
sa5hk5o'}] ... saJhk~o'}] 'small'
paela?i] - paelavi] 'go carefully'

3.2 Vowel Length

Consonantal length has been handled at the segmental level, above. We have
seen that lengthened consonants are phonemically determined and are
interpretated as gernlnute sequences,

A-T has no phonemica1Jy lengthened vowels, However vowel length is present

J
)honcticully to u predictable /)Httern. In stressed open syllablcs there is u slight
engthening of the syllable nuc eus, not present in other syllables.t

(43) (i.Si1 lisi/ 'tooth'
ihsi] lihsi/ 'to fill'

3.3 Intonation

Speakers of surrounding languages sometimes refer to the speech of their
Tabulahan neighbours as being like Chinese or like 'bird talk'. A-T is certainly not
a tonal language; neither is its intonation system radicallr different from those of
neighbouring languages. There are however some interesting differences.

3.3.1 Sentence Level
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completely definitive. Rather these are patterns we have observed, which are
subject to a certain amount of variation due to subtle meaning differences.

Statements typicaIly have a level intonation falling at the nucleus and remaining
at the lower pitch level until the end. The fall often seems to be equivalent to a
fall of a major third in music.

ICI '--
(44) Imagsihuag dLlle]

We are frying corn.'

ICl '--
Pa?bi sambulaq]
More than a month.'

This is also the pattern for hortatives, though the fall is not necessarily so
pronounced.

rei "\ _
(45) Imaimo anna mohkohjke]

Come let's sit down.'

Imperatives are also signalled by a falling intonation, but the nucleus is the last
syllable.

IC2 -,

(46) pEmpregkaQko A
Stop and visit!

ICl ,
Jempei'''i]
Wait!'

Vocatives can have one of two intonation patterns. Close range is identical
with the pattern for hortative intonation.

ICI "--
(47) Io mama? 5ndJIJ]

0, Ondong's mother ...'

When people are being called, that is the range is somewhat further, the
intonation pattern for vocutlves is sharply rising on the lust syllable which i:i also
stressed and lengthened, then falling slightly as it trails off.
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IC3

(48) {pua? hande.]
Uncle of Hande ..:

. Yes/no questions rise at the last stressed syllable, sometimes remaining high for
the rest of the sentence,

lC4

(49) paolaIanauraka]
Are you going to weave a herringbone pattern?'

but more commonly falling for the remaining syllables.

lC5

(50) pamasaeo di yahol
Will you be up there long?'

lCS

Jaha pakulimmu]
Have you any medicine?'

Content questions can follow this latter pattern also.

IC5

(51) Jumbanoa ulJsa?di~]
How do you feel?

However the general pattern for content questions is usually a fall equivalent to
a perfect fourth In music (but may be anywhere between a major third and a
perfect fifth), at the last stressed syllable followed by a rise to the previous pitch
level for the remaining syllables.

IC6

(52) Ji pihhaq larnao bou dal ? di mankasa"]
When are you going to Ujung Pandang again?'

IC6

JSlUJoaka taumrnu mepane]
How many people do you have harvesting rice?'

Tag questions follow statement intonation, but with a sharp rise on the final
syllable.



JIamalaraka unalltinkre? uhase]
Can you buy me an axe?'

IC7

(53) Jdako?ke? mane kukunii touo dio ne]
Later I'll delouse you too ok?'

IC7

Jdaun duUku?j indo ....o ne]
Don't you 80 near that, will you?'

Request intonation is typically a rise on the last stressed syllable maintained to
the end of the sentence. This is the same pattern as for some yes/no questions
(IC4). Requests are in fact a subset of yes/no questions. While expecting a
positive answer, there is always the possibility that the request will be denied.

lC4

(54)

The Either/Or construction is signalled by a rise on the stressed syllable of the
'either' and a fall for the stressed and following syllables of the 'or'.

ICB

(55) IUI;Jsabi?fakabahtu? uIJk5hti?faka]
Old they sickle-cut or did they pick?'

IC8

Surprise/contraexpectatlon intonation consists of a sharp rise on the last
stressed syllable falling slightly for subsequent syllables.

lC9

(56) IO makoron 1010keafahammu]
Oh, is your horse continually sick?!'

IC9

fkulambi? mdoku namesamesa]
I found my mother by herself!

3.3.2 Higher Level

Discourse level intonation can be defined in terms of three levels: PI, P2 and
P3. These are separated and also distinguished by pauses the length of which
increases with an merease in level. The first, PI, is marked by a slight falling
intonation on the final syllable and a slight pause. The second, P2, is signaled by a

Aralle-Tabulahan

Jdinoafaka mar5nd:>IJcaka]
either today or tomorrow'
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rise after the last stressed syllable and a short pause. A longer pause and a sharply
falling intonation on the last stressed syllable marks P3.

The following textual excerpt illustrates these three levels, using \, \ \, \ \ \ to
indicate the close of Pi, P2 and P3 respectively.

(57)

[lnde'"'e terou\ \dikambi?\ \a11oa11o\\disalJkE?\ \
this buffalo tended daily tied

dipatama di kandanna kebEQti\ \ \pihsananna\tallu pahiarnanna dikambi?
made to enter at corral at night then three years tended

\ \tnde"e tefJu kreycemmi\ \ \dialamilJ teblJ lakinna pua? lenJU
this buffalo already big fetched buffalo male uncle Lenong

anna dipandalui'"'i\ \i yaho di tanete bEhtE1J\\ \pihsananna\p6ha
and mated it up on mount Behteng then already

mopandaluv \kehcehtreQ p61E?diato terJU\ \ \]
mated 'pregnant indeed that buffalo

This buffalo\ \ was tended\ \ daily\ \ tied\\and fenced in at night\ \ \ Then'(after
three years of being cared for \ \it was fully grown', \ \Lenong's uncle's male buffalo

- was brought to mate with it\ \up on mount Behteng\ \ \ Then\having mated\ \the
buffalo was pregnant indeed\ \ \

4 DISTRIBUTION

In this section we shall look at the distribution of consonants and vowels within
phonological words; how they pattern and restrictions to further patterning. In
order to examine these patterns of distribution, it is neccesary firstly to understand
the components that constitute the phonological word, namely syllables.

4.1 The Syllable

Syllables in A-T are simple in structure, consisting obligatorily of a vowel
nucleus, which may be preceded by a single consonant as a syllable onset and may
be followed by a single consonant as a coda. There are then, four possible syllable
types in A-T: two open, Y and eVj and two closed, ye and eye.. .

Divisions between syllables are also of four possible configurations, since there
are two open syllable tj'yes and two closed. Any syllable may be preceded by an
open syllable: (C)Y.V(C) or (C)Y.CY(C) or by a closed syllable: (C)VC.V(C) or
(C)VC.CY(C). In practice the third of these configurations is rare, intervocalic
consonants generally bein~ interrreted as fitting a V.CY pattern in accordance with
the 'maximise onset principle' 0 Cv-phonology, leading to resyllabification. VC.V
syllable divisions do occur, but only where C = [?]. In such a case no
resyllahification takes place.
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It follows that there are sixteen potential permutations of two syllables,
illustrated in (58). Of these, four could be predicted to be unlikely to occur, ( i), j),
m) und n) ), in thut they contuin the comblnation C.V, which would be u:malfy
interpreted as CV occuring within a syllable. That any of these do occur is due
only to the fact that [?] occurs syllable finally, but never syllable initially. Words
such as those illustrated in m) and n) can therefore be formed with one of the
glottal-final morphemes prefixed to vowel-initial roots. Some of the following
examples then are polymorphemic, while others are single morphemes.

The two permutations not illustrated below are unlikely to occur. If either
should, we could predict the contoid r?] to constitute the first of the two consonant
positions. Any other consonant, including the allophone [k], would resyllabify to
maximise onset. Morpheme final IIJI would generate an accrescent [IJ] in this
position for the same reason.

(58)

a) V.V 10.a! 6.a] 'to say'
b) v.ve Ili.u.-rekl li.u.re?] 'very' ~lsA)
c~ v.ev lu.hel u.he] 'rattan
d v.cve /a.s~1J1 a.san] 'all'
e ev.V fda. if da.i] 'no'
f) CV.VC /be.akl be.a?l 'rice' (unhulled)
g) ev.cv Iha.hel ha.he 'to sleep'
h) 'cv.cvc /ke.nek/ ke.ns ] 'rain'
i) *VC.V
j) -vc.vc
k) ve.ev lan.naf an.na] 'and'
I) ve.cve /arn.pok/ arn.po"] 'but'
m) eve.V /mak-io.to/ ma1.6.to] 'to go by car'
n~ eve. ve /mak-ial.lo/ ma?al.lo] 'to go to church'
o evc.cv ftam.po! tam.po] 'ground'
p eve.eve llem.prelJ/ la;m.prelJ] 'to stop and visit'

The above list of syllable permutations also shows that both consonant clusters ( k),
1), 0), p) ) and vowel clusters ( a), b), e), 1) ) occur, but only across syllable
boundaries.

Words may be any length from one syllable- to at least eight syllables, the
larger words usually composed of several morphemes.

(59) Ita! [tit] name particle

!ne! [ne] TAGQ

Iyakl [ya?] 'then' (conj)

/ka.st.po.ba.hi.ne.ag.na/ Ikasipobahineanna]
(ka-si-po-bahine-alJ-na) their marriage'
NZR REC ACT female NZR 3POS

Single syllable words occur infrequently in A-T. Those there are cannot stand
alone. Some are contractions, products of rapid speech.

(60) [ka"] < -- [a.ka' J 'because'
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4.1.1 Syllable distribution in monomorphemes

Within a single morpheme permissible permutations of syllables are more
limited than in polymorphemic words. The sequences C.V, and (C)V.V.V(C) are
unacceptable within the monomorphemic word, while able to occur in
polymorphemic words; and the sequence #V.V is not found in monomorphemic
words of more than two syllables.

With monomorphemes of up to three syllables only 44 of the 84 permutations
are thus acceptable. Table 7 shows the acceptable syllabic types with examples for
single morpheme words of up to three syllables. The five acceptable syllable
patterns not exemplified may exist but present data has yet to yield examples. It is
unlikely that there are constraints a~amst the unillustrated patterns. V.CVC., for
example, though not yet illustrated 10 a three syllable monomorpheme, occurs in
disyllabic examples.

All four possible monosylJabic types exist but as already mentioned, occur
infrequently. Disyllabic roots form the majority of monomorphemic words, though
roots with three syllables also frequently occur. Roots containing more than three
syllables are rarer, but still are greater in number than monosyllabic words.

Table 7 • Syllable Types in Monomorphemic Words

1 V Iii iJ TAGQ
VC laTJI aJl] REL
CV Itol to 1 'person'
CVC Iyakl ya~] 'then' (conj)

2 V.V lio/ 101 'yes'
V.VC laikl ai~] 'girl' (endearment)
V.CV lupe/ upe] 'taro'
V.CVC lehegl ehen] 'ladder'
VC.CV lambel ambe 1 'father'
VC.CVC luhpak/ uhpa1] 'four'
CV.V Inoal n6a] 'like'
ev.ve /bea.ul beaIJ] 'goitre'
ev.cv /lopil 16piJ 'boat'
eV.cve Ikenek/ kene?] 'rain'
CVC.CV Isikda/ si?da] 'truly'
eve.cve /lembregl lEmbreIJ] 'valley'

3 CV. V luhail uhai] 'water'
V.CV. VC lanea~/ anea~] 'outside'
V.CV.CV luhani/ uhani] 'bee'
V.CV.CVC luhakak/ uhaka"] 'root'
V.CVC.CY
V.CVC.CYC
VC.CY.V lumbai/ umbail 'maybe'
VC.CV.VC lumbaik/ umbai"l 'maybe'(var)
YC.CY.CY landana/ andana] 'than'
VC.CV.CYC lambatanl ambataul 'bridge'
VC.CYC.CV jilJkannal ilJkannaJ 'all'



VC.CVC.CYC
CV.Y.CV Imuanel muane] 'man'
CY.V.CVC lkurehrelJl kucehreu] 'monitor lizard'
CV.VC.CV Imaikdi/ mai?dil 'many'
CY.VC.CVC /saohkok/ saohko1] 'small'
CV.CV.V /maloel maloe] 'afternoon'
CV.CV. VC /hohiaUI hOhiau! 'durian'
CY.CV.CV Ipepahi/ pepahl 'wind'
CV.CV.CVC /buhotek/ buhots 1 'fly'
CV.CVC.CV Itahakdel taha.?de] 'rice dryin9 rack'
CV.CVC.CVC /madondon/ marondJIJ] 'tomorrow
CVC.CV. V /hombia/ hombia J 'sago'
cvc.cv.vc
cvc.ev.cv /lahsuna/ flahSuna] 'onion'
CVC.CV.CV IhremprekrelJl hremprekrelJJ 'rice cutter'
CVC.CVC.CV
eVc.evc.cve Itimbuhhuk/ [tunbuhhu"] 'jealous'

4.2 Consonants

The twelve consonants, Ip, t, k, b, d, s, h, m, n, U' I, yl, can all occupy the onset
position in a syllable. This has already been demonstrated in 2.3.1 above.
However, only seven can occupy the coda of a syllable: Ik, h, m, n, IJ, I, y/ and of
these only /k/(r?D and lUI occur word finally before morphophonemic change rules
have been applied.

Of course none of these seven syllable-final consonants can precede all twelve
of the possible syllable-initial consonants in a cluster, neither within the morherne
nor across a morpheme boundary. We would not expect to find ·'Upl for example.
But some can cooccur with four or five of the list of syllable-initial consonants
within the morpheme and with eight or more between morphemes. For clarity I
have represented these consonant clusters in matrix form.

4.2.1 Consonant clusters within the morpheme

Table 8 • Consonant Clusters Occurring Intramorphemically

2nd Consonant

p t k b d s h m n IJ 1 Y
k
h

1st m
Consonant n

p
y

In the initial position of a consonant cluster the phonetic realisation of the
phoneme Ik/ is C'J. The voiced stops and IV all have the capacity to be
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kb kd kl
hp ht hk hs hh
mp mb mm

nt nd ns nn
Uk UU

II
yy
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preglottalised. It can be seen from Table 8 that the nasals combine with their
homorganic stops to produce the five clusters: Imp, mb, nt, nd.. Uk!. In addition lsi
can be preceded by the nasal In!. Several other consonants can be preceded by /hi.
The remaining clusters are geminates.

Consonant Gemination

Gemination of consonants is widespread among the languages of South
Sulawesi. In the Tabulahan dialect of A-T gemination also occurs, but is limited to
sonorants. Table 8 shows that each of the sonorants, !m,n,u,l,yl are found to
geminate.

Obstruents in Tabulahan never pattern as gemlnates.! but follow alternative
clustering arrangements, depending on voice. The voiced stops, do not geminate,
as they would in certain dialects of Bugis for example, (Sirk 1983:30), but can be
preglottalised, This is consistent with many South Sulawesi languages, particularly
those closely related to Torajan. PUS acts in the same way (Campbell, this
volume).

It is with voiceless obstruents that Tabulahan stands apart from its close
linguistic relatives. Where other languages, including the Aralle dialect of A~T,
generally allow voiceless stops and fricatives to geminate (CC), the cognate
equivalents in Tabulahan pattern hC. Thus: .

(61) Toraja PUS Aralle Tabulahan

appa? appa? uppa? uhpa? 'four'
- tappa? tappa? tahpa? 'exact'

patti patti patti pahti 'box'
bi?ti? bitti? bitti? bihti? 'foot'
te?te? tette? tette? tehte? 'hour'
ba?ta batta batta bahta 'cut'
pikkiri? pikki? pikki pihki? 'think'

masakka? mresrekkemasakke masahke? 'cold (water)'
malassu malussu malussu maluhsu 'hot'

assala? assa ? ahsala? 'provided that'
losso? hossre? hessre? hehsre? 'mud'
issi issi issi ihsi 'flesh'

There are exceptions to the typical hC pattern. Certain words in related
languages featuring geminate voiceless obstruents have cognates in Tabulahan
which pattern NC, C being the obstruent and N being a homorganic nasal.

(62) Toraja PUS Tabulahan

rakka? - hreDkre? 'finger'
Makki Makki MaDki 'Kalumpang people/language'
dassi dassi dansi 'bird/kind of bird'
issoD issre inseu 'rice mortar'
issan issam insau 'know'



(63) Consonant clusters within the morpheme

/kb/ /lakbok/ hl?bo?] 'large machete'
/kd/ /sikda/ si?da] 'true'
/kV /laklalJ( )(l?lun] 'umbrella'
/hpl luhpukl ubpa!)] 'four'
Iht! /bohto/ b5hto] 'village'
/hk/ /tihkul tihku1 . 'beak'
/hsl /masuhsa/ masuhsa] 'difficult'
/hh/ Itahhik/ tahhi?~ 'straight on'
Impl lampok/ ampo? 'but'
Imbl /lambik/ larribi? 'to reach'
Imm! Imammik/ mammi"] 'delicious'
Inti Imintuk/ rnintu"] 'all'
Indl lindee/ tnde'e] 'this'
Ins/ . linsag/ (nsalJ]' 'to know'
Inn! Iponna/ p5nna1 'if'
IfJk/ !safJkekl sclUkE'1] 'to tie'
IUfJ! 11aUfJenak! l~IJfJEna?] 'earlier'
/Ill ItolIo! tJllo] 'to spill'

Summary of Consonant Distribution Within Morphemes
.

Table 9 • Distributional Properties of Consonants Within Morphemes

p tk b d s h m n fJ 1 Y

initially
medially single

medially geminate
medially after h

medially after /kI «(?])
medially after nasal

finally

It can be seen from the above table that medial gemination and the medial
prelocation of Ih/ are in complementary distribution, occurring with sonorants and
voiceless obstruents respectively. A small liberty has been taken with the above
table in a bid to make this point. /hi does in fact occur as a medial geminate, but
this amounts to the same thing as /hi occurring medially after Ih/. Rather than
include the redundancy caused by this overlap, geminate IhJ has been marked
minus. The redundancy of nasals following nasals (which amounts to the same
thing as nasals in geminite clusters) has similarly been handled by marking them
minus in the table.

4.2.2 Consonant clusters across morpheme breaks

Between morphemes only, ~w~ consonants c~n appear in the first position of a
consonant cluster. /hi, prolific intramorphemically;' does not occur morpheme
finally and so only appears as a second consonant candidate in the following table.
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Table 10 • Consonant Clusters Occurring Intermorphemically

2nd Consonant

p t k b d ShIll nI)l

/kI ?]?p?t?k?b?d?s?h?m ?n ?}
lst I m] mp mb mm

Consonant / nj nt nd ns nn
luA n IJk IJs IJh UU

\ IJ . II

The principal differences between Tables 8 and 10 lie with /kI([?]) and /fj/. As
shown in 2.3.1. only these two consonants occur word-finally. /m.n.l{, which are so
manifested as surface forms after morphophonemic change rules have been applied.
have IU/ as their underlying form when appearing morpheme finally. (see 5.2 Rules
7 &-8).

Table 10 shows two apparent anomalies. Firstly, it seems /0/ is the only
consonant not able to be preceded by a glottal stop across a morpheme boundary.
This is no doubt due to the extremely low frequency of lo/-initiai roots. Secondly,
each of the consonants except /sl is able to be preceded by only one of the variants
of the morphophoneme lUI. /ns/ is in free variation with IIJs/ across a morpheme
boundary.

(64) Consonant clusters across morpheme boundaries

/kpl ?p] luhpak-pulol uhp.a?p610] 'forty'
/kiJ ?t] Imak-tulak/ ma?t6Ia?] 'to speak'
/kk/ ?k~ /pak-kamase/ pa?kamase] 'grace'
/ksl ?s Ipak -sikola/ pa ?sik6la ] , upil'
/kh/ ?h /mak-hupa-tau/ ma?hupaulu] '~uman being'
Ikm/ ?m) /lekbak-rni/ le?ba?mi) 'already ~one'
/kn/ ?n) /beeeek-na' breAre?na] 'his head
/kJ/ ?J) /pak-lele/ pa?lele 1 'climber'
InpI mp) /man-pa-dende/ mam)?arende] 'to shift s.t.'
IIJbl mb lun-babel umbabe] 'you are doing'
IIJmI mm] Isehun-mu/ sehernmu] 'your spoon'
IIJtl nt1 /men-timbak/ msnttrnba 1]- 'to answer'
Indl nd] /melJ-dahij mfndahi~ 'to become'
lIJ.s/ ns IUIJ-sakdiIJ! unsa?dilJ 'you feel'

IJs unsa ?dilJ
/Un/ nn IdasalJ-na/ dasanna] 'his house'
/Uk/ nk Imeu-krehrelJ! melJkrehrerl 'to work'
IUhf Oh IUIJ-hreIJreQ-ij unhreQreui 'you add to'
IIJNI On ImalJ-aUij mUlJlJallij 'to buy'
IfJV I1j IUQ-lellen/ ullEllclJl 'you fell (trees),



4.3 Vowel Distribution

4.3.1 Vowel clusters within morphemes

Table 11 - Vowel Clusters Occurring Intramorphemically

2nd Vowel

i e re u 0 a
1
e

1st ce
Vowel u

o
a

The table shows several gaps at least some of which are probably due to
insufficient data at hand. Several of the gaps pertaining to the vowel Ire! could be
systematic, lrel only clustering with itself and with high vowels. This still would
leave two nonsystematic re cluster gaps: ire and .eeu, The table also shows four
apparent intramorphemic geminate vowels. While it is true that these exist as
underlying forms, an epenthetic weak glottal separates them in their surface form.
(See Rule 15). Sequences of three or more vowels do not occur within the
morpheme.

(65) Vowel clusters within the morpheme

lii/ /biik/ bi"i?] 'bottom'
liu/ /liu/ liu] (intensifier)
liol Idiol dio] '2s'
lial Isial siaJ 'salt'
lei! Ineik/ nel?]. (comparative)
leol /maksaleo/ rna?saleo] 'to wander'
leal /beak/ bea"] 'rice (unhulled)'
lreil Isrempreikl sremprei?] 'a short time'
lrecel /bcerekl bre"re?] 'head'
lui! Idui/ dui] 'thorn'
lurel Iturekl ture?] 'palm wine'
luol Isuol SUO! 'to comission'
lual Isual sua 'mouth'
loil Ihoikj hoi ] 'below'
loel !kaloek/ kaI6E?] 'parrot'
loul /boul bou] 'again'
1001 !kool koAo] 'I'
loal Idinoal dinoa] 'now'
lail Idai/ dai] 'no, not'
lael Imasael masae] 'a long time'
lau/ InauIJI naulJ] 'to descend'
laol Itambao/ tambao] 'stork'
laa! Ihaal haAa) 'top plate (house),
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ii iu io ia
ei eo ea
rei rere
ui uee uo ua
oi oe ou 00 oa
ai ae au ao aa
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4.3.2 Vowel clusters across morpheme breaks

Table 12 - Vowel Clusters Occurring Intermorphemically

2nd Vowel

i e re u 0 a
i ii ie ire iu io ia
e el ee ere eu eo ea

1st re
Vowel u ui ue use uu uo ua

o oi oe are ou 00 oa
a ai ae are au ao aa

The most notable feature of vowel distribution across morpheme boundaries is
the absence of lre/-initial clusters. lrel is the least common of the vowel phonemes,
having a limited distribution. Although it occurs in the initial position of the enclitic
lrekJ l-re?] elsA', and initially in some roots such as lrenkrek/ [renkre?] 'take up', it
never occurs finally in roots nor finally in prefixes. Consequently though it occurs
following any of the other vowel phonemes across a morpheme boundary, it is
never found as the first member of a vowel cluster in such a position. That said, it
must also be noied that the phonetic realisation of the cluster larel is [eeee] in
accordance with a process of assimilation (see 5.2 Rule 9).

(66) Vowel clusters across morpheme boundaries

a) Iii! lup-alli-ilJ-k-rek/ ulJJjalltinkre?] 'you buy for me'
b) lirel Idl-relJkrek/ direlJkre? J 'taken up'
c~ liu/ Isi-ulul siiihi] 'sibling'
d liol Idi-oa/ di6a] 'say'P ASS
e lial Idi-alal diala] 'fetch< (PA~S)
t) lei! Isule-i/ suleil 'come' (LOC)
g) leel linde-el mde el 'this' (EMPH)
h) lerel /sule-eek/ suleee? 'I come'
i leu! /me-uhe/ meiihe 'to cut rattan'
j~ leal /ke-ollon/ ke511JIJ 'pillow-owning'
k) leal /onge-aIJ/ JlJealJ] 'place'
1) lui! Imu-insang/ mu(nsa~J 'you know'
m) luel /ku-empeil kusmpel 'I wait for s.t.'
n lure/ Isupu-rek/ supuas"] 'only I'
o luol /mu-ola/ muola I 'you go'
p lual /ku-alal kuala] 'I fetch'

r loel to-ek/ ioe"] 'also' (3sA)
s loa&el /mohko-eek/ m5hkore?] 'I sit'
t loul Imo-ulan/ moulan] 'to trap'
u) 1001 lindo-o/ \.nd6~o] 'th.at' EMPH
v) loal I-ko-ak/ -koa"] 2pA (2sA + p)
w) fail Ipe-puha-iI pepuhai] 'finish it!'
x) lee! Ipa-elak-i/ paela?i] 'go carefully!'
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y) larel IUIJ-ala-rekl !UlJlJeilie"ie?j 'I fetch'
z) lau! /la-ulJ-babe/ laumbabe] 'you will make'
a) laol Ina-oa! naoa) 'he said'
~) laa! /ma-aka/ ma"aka] 'to be something'

Sequences of three vowels may occur across a morpheme boundary as in (66a)
above.

S PHONOLOGICAL PROCESSES

The phonological processes occurring in A-T can be grouped into two main
types: 1) Allophonic and 2) Morphophonemic. The first of these deals with
strength-changing (weakening) processes. The second type, morphophonemic, can
be subdivided into assimilation processes and syllable structure processes. Of
course, there is interplay between these groups and rule ordering will not be
restricted to keep within such boundaries, but it may be helpful to look at processes
according to type where possible.

S.l Weakening Processes

Six phonemes each have more than one allophone. The two consonants /kI
and /d/, and the nonlow vowels Iii, luI, leI and /01 are all subject to weakening
processes which bring about their allophonic variants.

5.1.1 In syllable-final position /k/ has the form [?].

Rule 3 - k-Weakening

r- C .
-continuant
-nasal --> [-consonantal] / $
-anterior

The above rule shows the weakening of /k/ in syllable final position, that is not
only before other consonants or word finallf;' but also before any morpheme break.
This means that /k/ will be manifest as ?] even if in an intervocalic position,
provided that a morpheme break occurs fol owing the [?J.

(67) /bahtuk/ IbeihtU?] 'or'
/lakbi/ la?bi] 'more'
/pak-kamase/ pa?kamase] 'grace'
ItulJkak-iI tUlJka?i] 'open it'

In this final example we see that no resyllabification takes place when a vowel
initial enclitic (or suffix) is attached; the [?] remains. This is in contrast to
Indonesian.

(68) Indonesian: baik [bai"] 'good'

BUT mem-per-baik-i [mamporbaikl] 'repair'
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5.1.2 The consonant phoneme Idl is subject to the following rule when occurring
intervocalically.

Rule 4 - d-Continuantisation

C
-continuant c
-nasal +continuant
+anterior --> -lateral / V V
+coronal --
+voice

Accordin~ to this rule, Id/ becomes the continuant rr] in the specified position.
While this rule holds true for most speakers of the Tabulahan dialect, there are
some who seldom apply it to their speech and others who never do, retaining the
(d] form in all positions.

(69) /madondorJ! Imar5nd~tll •. Imad5nd:ltl1 'tomorrow'
/sadilJ/ sarin] .. sadin] 'rat'
/kodik/ k6ff?] •. k6di"?] '1'
/dedua/ defua] •. dedua] 'two'

5.1.3 Non-low vowels are laxed in certain positions.

Because the environments in which this process occurs are different with
vowels of different height, two rules are necessary .

.Rule 5 • Mid Vowel Laxing

[- iow] --> [-tense] / C $-high

This rule states that mid vowels, leI and 101 become laxed ([E], [~]) in closed
syllables.

(70) ImalJ-empel ma~HJEmpe]. 'to watchguard'
Ipahenta/ pahsnta] 'command'
/melJerJ! metlEn~ 'already (verb )-ing'
/lekbak/ IE?ba1 'to leave'
/lehsuk/ lshsu? 'egg'

(71) /sompok/ sSmp~?l 'rise in level'
/bondek/ bonde? 'coast'
ItedolJ/ ter~~] 'water buffalo'
lelok/ eb?J 'to desire'
/bohtol bohto] 'village'
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Similarly the high vowels, Iii and lui sometimes undergo laxing, but here the
environment is a little narrower. .

Rule 6 - High Vowel Laxing

[+hr9h] --> [-tense]/ __ [+ant;rior] $

High vowels are laxed then, when occurring in syllables closed by non-back
consonants.

(72) Iii Itimbak/ timba"] 'to answer'
Id ille/ dille] 'corn'

but /sikda/ sj?da] 'true'
/tihku/ tihku] 'beak'

(73) luI lumba/ IUmba] 'where?'
lunnuIJI 6nnuo1 'six'

but /IehsukJ lshsu? 'e~~'
Imasuhsa/ mas6hsa] 'difficult'

5.2 Assimilation Processes

5.2.1 Three assimilation processes occur.

Two have limited application, but the first, nasal assimilation, is ubiquitous in
usage; occurring wherever heterorganic nasals and stops, or nasals and nasals
juxtapose, whether across a morpheme boundary or a word boundary within
phonological levels PI and P2.

Rule 7 - Nasal Assimilation

[ ] [
- SYllabiC]a anterior a anterior

[+nasal] --> ~ coronal / ~ cor9nal

According to this rule any nasal assimilates to the place of articulation of a
following consonant. This applies within words and across word boundaries within
PI and P2 levels.

(74) /man-pa-dende/ ._> mamJ?arEncte] 'to shift sIt'
IUIJ-babel _.> umbabe] 'you make' .
/enuk-an-mu -- > enu?arnmu] 'your cup'
/dasalJ-tai •. > dasanta] 'our house'
IsuIJ-dahpa/ --> sandahpa] 'one arrnspan'
/puduq-na/ .- > puhinna] 'his nose'

lalJ don-bali uhanaq ma-luak-na/
••> [an dombali uhanarn maluavna]
'which is two armlengths wide'
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Principally the following consonant is either a stop or a nasal. Iyl is never in a
position to initiate this process, since the few cases where Iyl occurs morpheme
Initially are conjunctions and adverbs which take no affixation. /hi is already of the
same anterior and coronal specification as the yreceding nasal (/IJI) and so leaves
the surface form the same as the underlying, Is initiates the process generally, but
sometimes optionally ignores the rule, remaining as the sequence Ifj-s/.

(75) IUIJ-sakdiul -- > !UIJSa?diU] - !UnSa?diQ.] 'you feel'
ImaIJ-sihui -- > mansihu] - mansihu] 'to roast'
laIJ handaij/ -- > au handaU] the most. ..'

5.2.2 Although N following a nasal could also generate this rule, the surface form
[nl] is never realised.

This is because N is also the condition for the subsequent continuantisation rule
(8). Nasal Continuantisation, like Nasal. Assimilation, occurs across word
boundaries as well as morpheme boundaries within levels Pi and P2.

Rule 8 • Nasal Continuantisation

[+nasal] -->[1]/ ./1/

(76) IUIJ-IelleIJ! -- > (UllElh~lJ] 'to fell'
laJ] Jeh~uk/ -- > al lshsu"] 'ago'

5.2.3 The third assimilation process involves the phoneme 1a;:,1.

As has already been noted, lrel does not readily cluster with other vowels to
the same extent that the five others do. Even apart from this tendency to avoid
juxtaposition with other vowels, /'if./ tends to be found in syllables adjacent to other
/'if./-peak syllables within roots. The combinations 1a/(C)(C)/rel or 1'if./(C)(C)/a/
never occur within a morpheme. There is then neutralised contrast between fa! and
lce/.

(77) /brelrebrek/ Ib'if..lrebre?] 'woven bamboo'
/lremmrek/ liemmee"] 'to hide'
/bretccIJ/ bretreu] 'stalk'

When two morphemes meet, the first having /a/ as its final syllable peak; the
second having la:,! as its first syllable peak, vowel assimilation occurs.

Rule 9 - Vowel Assimilation

V V
+low --> [-back] / eC) eC) +low--- -back

word

This vowel assimilation occurs progressively, that is Ia/ becomes [eel whenever
Ia! and lrel are in adjacent syllables with lre/ to the right of Ia/.
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(78) Ima-kalimpunaIJ-rek/ -- > [makalimpumejpjse"] 'I am dizzy'
Ima-kretilJl --> [mrekretilJ] 'itchy'

The reverse situation, where lrel is to the left of laI, produces no such vowel
assimilation.

(79) /hrernprekrelJ-nal -- > [heempseksenna] 'his rice-picker'
IpelJ-krehrelJ-alJl -- > [pElJkrehreIJIJalJ) 'work'

Vowel assimilation can be applied once only to a word. The resultant syllable,
once the rule has been applied, cannot then be the condition for a subsequent
reapplication. '

(80) /la-ulJ-ala-reki --> [laulJualre''ce?] '1 will fetch'
not ·[hnHJua:l;~Au;?]

5.3 Syllable Structure Processes

We have looked at weakening processes and also at assimilation processes.
We now turn to the group of processes effecting changes in syllable structure.

5.3.1 The first process, that of nasal insertion, occurs in two somewhat similar
environments: before the possessive suffix with a) high vowel-final noun roots and
b) certain la/-final noun roots. The second. of these is not predictable from a purely
synchronic study so two rules are necessary to adequately present the full picture.

Rule 10 - Nasal Insertion:high vowels

o --> [+nasal] / [+hYgh]__ + ]

possessive suffix
According to this rule, the high vowels Iii and luI must be followed by a nasal

[N] when morpheme-final before a possessive suffix. This rule must precede Nasal
Assimilation, In order that the inserted nasal can assimilate to the point of
articulation of the ensuing consonant.

(81) underlying form /lopi-kul /hapu-rnu/
Nasal Insertion lopiN-ku hapuN-mu
Nasal Assimilation lopiq-ku hapum-mu
High Vowel Laxing - hupurn-rnu
Stress Placement lopi~-ku hapum-mu
surface form popIlJku] Ihapummu]

my boat' your kitchen'

Nasal insertion also occurs with some noun roots ending in la/. Accordinl to
Sirk (1988) a number of South Sulawesi languages have both a p'ossessive suffix set
without the nasal and one with. Though they are used differently in certain
languages, particularly Makassarese, the general trend (Toraja Sa'dan, Mamasa,
Duri, Mandar and various Bugis dialects) is for 'the nasal-included set to follow
nouns ending in high vowels or Ia!; and for the nasal-discluded set to follow nouns
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ending in consonants, mid vowels (which derive from Proto-South Sulawesi (PSS)
laryngeal- and semivowel-final roots) and Ia/.

The factor determining whether an Ial-final root takes an inserted nasal before
the suffix (the nasal-included possessive set) goes back to pre-PSS forms. Those
whose reflexes are used without the nasal 'derive from earlier forms ending in -aq'
(Sirk 1988:293), that is, they once were consonant final and like present consonant
final forms take no inserted nasal.

The historical linguist then can predict which forms currently ending in Ial will
undergo a nasal insertion process before the possessive suffixes, and which forms
will not. Any synchronic study such as this present one requires that la/-final noun
roots undergoing this process (approximately one third of all la/-final noun roots)
be so marked in the lexicon.

Rule 11 - Nasal Insertion:a

o --> (+nasal] / a + ]

possessive suffix
Again this rule must be ordered before Nasal Assimilation.

(82) [+nasal ins] [vnasal ins]

underlying form Ipahiamu-nal /~uu·nal
Nasal Insertion pahiamaN-na -
Nasal Assimilation pahiaman-na -
Stress Placement pahiaman-na sua-na
surface form wahiamanna] (suana]

his years (of age)' his mouth'

5.3.2 Whenever a morpheme final Ifj/ immediately precedes a vowel within a word,
it undergoes gemination. This happens not only with the verbal prefixes and
numerical prefixes ending in IfJ/, but also where IIJ/~final roots meet vowel-initial
enclitics for example. As this creates closed syllables ending in a back consonant it
must be ordered before Mid Vowel Laxing, though not necessarily before High
Vowel Laxing, which requires the syllable to be closed by an anterior consonant.

Rule 12 - u-Gemination

+nasal
(C) V -anterior + V --> 1 2 3 3 4

-coronal
123 4

(83) /dou-atuk/ --> d::>lJlJatu?] 'two hundred'
IsalJ-aka! -- > s8lJDaka] 'how many'
IUIJ-alH/ -- > ulJlJulli] 'to but
/pan-elok-na/ --> paUDeI5?na] 'his will'
/mafJ-empel --> mafJfJEmpe] 'to guard'
ImaIJ-ka-diIJin-rekl --> maIJkadiIJifJIJre?J 'I am shivery'
/lemneen-an/ --> IEmpreIJfJafJ] 'we visit'
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5.3.3 The prefix IUTJ-I is the form used to mark both actor focus and second person
ergative. Besides undergoing IJ-Gemination, IUfJ-I is subject to two other syllable
structure changing processes. The first of these optionally occurs.

Rule 13 - uq-Labialisation & Metathesis

+ u +nasal (C) V --> [+anterior] 1 3 4
-anterior 2
-coronal

1 2 3 4
prefix

This rule describes two simultaneous processes. The nasal IIJI is labialised to
become J.ml, while at the same time this nasal metathesises with the preceding
vowel lu. The form [mu-l is the result. However, Rule 13 is optionally applied.
Some speakers will use both forms with the same verb root in succeeding clauses.

In general, the basic form uIJ- is the one of preference. mu- is arguably a
simpler underlying form to work from. Section 5.4.1 discusses an alternative
analysis based on this.

(84) IUIJ-kalehai/ --> mukalehai] - uukalehai] 'remember'
luU-hasulJ/ -- > muhasuq] - ulJhiisulJ] 'polson'
IUIJ-insaIJI -- > muinsarj] - uIJlJtnsalJ] 'to know'
IUIJ-ala/ -- > muala] - uIJlJala] 'to fetch'
/ufJ-tipu/ --> mutipu] . - untipu] 'to cheat'

5.3.4 There is a very small closed class of vowel-initial verb roots consisting of the
verbs 'to eat', 'to drink' and 'to sit'.s Rule 14 is applied to members of this class in
order to delete lui from the prefix mu-. Rule 13 feeds Rule 14 and needs to come
first in rule ordering.

Rule 14 - u-Deletion

- m u ] V --> 1 0 3
123

prefi>,
(85) underlying form /uU-ande/ IUIJ-enuk!

urj-Labialsn.ec Metathesis mu-ande mu-enuk
u-Deletion m-ande m-enuk
Stress Placement m-ande rn-enuk
surface form ~m{mde] Imenu?] .

eat' drink'

Remembering that Rule 13 is optionally applied, should the speaker not apply
it with any member of this closed class of verbs, then Rule 14 would also not apply.
In this case the following forms would be generated.
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(86) underlying form lun-andel lun-enuk/
un-Labialsn. & Metathesis not applied not applied
Nasal Gemination uD-IJ-ande u!J-IJ-enuk
Stress Placement ulJ-IJ-ande uIJ-u-enuk
surface form IUDQande] IUlJlJenu?]

eat drink'

A minor rule such as this requires that the members of the class to which it
applies be so marked in the lexicon.

5.3.5 A-T does not allow geminate vowels to exist in any surface representation.
But since there are a number of geminate vowels in underlying form, there is a
process to deal with these.

Rule 15 - Glottal Epenthesis

V V
a high a high

C (V) fllow plow -- > 1 2 3 A 4
Y back y back

1 2 3 4

Whenever two identical vowels are juxtaposed within a word a weak ~lottal is·
inserted between' them to break the gemination. This occurs both within the
morpheme and where identical vowels meet intermorphemically.

(87) /b(Ca~k/ ....> [b~Are?J 'head'

Ikooj --> [k6Ao] 11'

Ima- aka/ -- > [maAaka] 'to be something'
STV what

Idi- paha -i -iDI -- > Idipahai"iul
PASS shelf LOC BEN made into shelves'

5.3.6 The need for Glottal Epenthesis further arises with the implementation of
another process, vowel repetition. A-T has several deictics which can be made
emphatic by employing an echo vowel'.

Rule 16 - Vowel Repetition

C V # --> 1 2 2 3
1 2 3

emphatic deictic
The above rule generates an identical vowel to 'echo' the root-final vowel of the
deictic, This gemination must be broken up by Glottal Epenthesis, therefore rule
ordering needs to place Vowel Repetition before Glottal Epenthesis.
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(88) underlying form Idiatol linde/
Vowel Repetition diatoo indee
Glottal Epenthesis diato?o inde""e
Stress Placement diato""o inde ....e
surface form Idiat6""o] ItndeAe]

the'(EMPH) this'(EMPH)

5.3.7 The aspectual enclitics I-mil (completive) and I-kek/ (incompletive) undergo
certain reduction frocesses when contiguous to vowels. A minimum of three rules
is required to dea with these reduction processes. It is perhaps simpler to handle
the two clitics separately as follows than to describe rules that simultaneously affect
them both. For an alternative handling of these reduction processes see section
5.4.2.

In two similar environments the completive aspect enclitic I-mil undergoes
vowel deletion. '

Rule 17 - Vowel Deletion:CMP-mi

(V +
mi --> m / ( .___ + V

completive aspect
enclitic

Rule 17 states that whenever the completive aspect enclitic I-mil is found
contiguous to a vowel within a word the Iii is deleted.

(89) a) /ma- toho -mi haqkak -na/ --> "matohom halJka?na
STY strong CMP finger 3POS 'his finger is already strong'

b) /lekbak -mi -rek/ --> [le?ba?mre?] 'Lleft'
leave CMP!sA

(89a) is marked • because as it stands it is not an acceptable surface form in
A-T. A subsequent rule is necessary to bring this about.

Rule 18 Nasal Velarisation

[+nasal] --> [-anterior] / #

Nasal velarisation causes any nasal found in word final position to become the
velar nasal [1J1. The relevant processes for (89a) are as follows: .

underlying form /ma-toho-mi/
Vowel Deletion:CMP-mi ma-toho-m
Nasal Velarisation ma-toho-n
Mid Vowel Laxing ma-toho-n
Stress Placement ma-t6hJ-1J
surface form Imatohoq]

already strong'
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The incompletive aspect enclitic [eke?] also under~oes reduction in one of the
two environments effecting similar changes in completive [-mil. Here the last two
phones are deleted, leaving only [k] to carry the meaning.

Rule 19 Elision:NCMP-kek

kek --> k / + V
incompletive aspect
enclitic

Like I-mil, I-kek/ reduces to a single consonant before a vowel initial enclitic.
Unlike I-mil no change is made following a vowel final stem.

(90) Itahhik -kek -ang/ --> [tahhi?kalJ] 'we are going on'
continue NCMP lxA

/bea -kek -rek/ -- > [beakie"] 'give me'
give NCMP IsA

/rnesa -kek/ --> [mesaks"] 'one more'
one NCMP

The above three rules are illustrated below with the stative verb, boho 'full (of
food)'. .

underlying form /boho-mi tau/ /boho-rni -rek/ /boho-kek -rek/
fuJI CMP GPRO fuJI CMP lsA full NCMP lsA

Vowel Del:CMP-mi boho-m tau boho-m-tek -

Elision:NCMP-kek - - boho-k-zek

Nasal Velarisation boho-jj tau - -

Nasal Assimilation boho-n tau - -

k-Weakening - boho-m-re? boho-k-re?

Mid Vowel Laxing boho-n tau - -

Stress Placement bolto-n tau boho-rn-as' boho-k-as?

surface form [bohon tau] [bohomse"] [bohokas"] .

'we're full 'I'm full 'I'm still
already' already' full'
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5.3.8 A-T allows stative verbs to undergo a syllable structure changing process with
a resultant meaning of 'intensified state'. There are three variant rules to express
this process.

Rule 20 Stative Intensification:h

V (h) I C V (C) # --> 1 h 3 4 ? #
-sonorant

1 2 3 4 5

When a stative verb has an obstruent as the onset of its ultimate syllable and is
preceded by a vowel or h, it may be intensified according to Rule 20.

(91) [maniPi?~ 'thin' -- > manihPi?l 'extremely thin'
mafota? 'nice' -- > mafahia? 'extremely nice'
mamata 'unripe' -- > rnarnahta"] 'extremely unripe'
maleke] 'pretti -- > malehks"] 'extremely pretty'
masilJ] 'salty -- > mahsi"] 'extremely salty'
maneeheeq] 'clever' -- > maneehhze"] 'extremely clever'

This and the following ,two rules need to be ordered before Mid Vowel Laxing as
they each cause syllables to be closed with non anterior consonants.

Rule 21 Stative Intensificatiorn?

«C) C)
( +sonorant )

V ( ) V (C) --> 1 ? 3 4 ?,
( C)
( +sonorant )

l( 2 3) 45

Rule 21 applies to statives with either a sonorant as the onset of the ultimate
syllable and/or a sonorant as the coda of the penultimate syllable.

(92) fman6no] 'hungry' -- > man5?n:>?] 'starving'
masili] 'shy' -- > masi?}i?J 'extremely shy'
mabaIJil 'dry' -- > maba?IJI?l 'extremely dry'
makambaIJ] 'thick' --> maka?ba1] 'extremely thick'
malontiq] 'fat' -- > maI5?ti?] 'extremely fat'
.kreyyrelJ] 'large' -- > kce?yce?] 'huge'

The third stative intensification rule applies to statives without an onset to their
ultimate syllable .. As these are less frequent than CV(C)# in stative verbs this rule
is less productive than the previous two.

Rule 22 Stative Intenslflcatlonq;

V V --> 1 ? IJ 2 ?

1 2
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(93) [makahao] 'far' --> [makahavrp"] 'far far away'
[mah6a] 'laden' -- > [mah5?{Ja?] 'overly laden'

When the relevant intensification rule has been applied to a stative verb a new
stress rule can be optionally applied also.

Rule 23 Stative Intensification Stress Placement

V --> [+stress] / (C) V (C) (C)_(C) :#
[+stress]

intensified stative
According to this rule any intensified stative verb may receive equal stress on the
final two syllables.

(94) ImUI6kC] -- > Imal~hk~?] -llllal~hkc?] 'extremely pretty'
masili] -- > masi?1i?J - masl?Ji?] 'extremely shy'
mah6a] -- > mah5?lJa?] - mah5?lJa?] 'overly laden'

5.4 Alternative Analyses

5.4.1 The prefix ulJ-/mu-

A-T most commonly uses the form [ujj-] to mark actor focus on the verb. It is
also the form most commonly used for the second person er~atjve prefix. However
for either of these functions, the form [rnu-] may be substituted. The underlying
form for these verbal prefixes is debatable. .

Neighbouring PUS also has two forms to mark actor focus: [urn- J before
consonant initial roots and [mu-] before vowel initial roots (Campbell, this
volume:27). The [mu-] form is also used optionally before consonant initial roots,
In his phonolo~ical analysis Campbell uses [urn- J as the basic fOfJ11for actor focus,
possibly to avoid confusion with the 2sE prefix [rnu-]. .

The formal distinction maintained in PUS between actor focus prefix and 2sE
prefix cannot readily be made in A-T. Either form is used for either purpose. It is
likely that the original underlying form for 2sE was [rnu-] since the (er~ative
marking) pronominal prefix set is essentially the same as the possessive suffix set
which has the form l-mu] to mark 2sPOS. This does not necessarily mean of
course that the actor focus morpheme should have the same UF as the 2sE/pOS
morpheme, nor should it necessarily have a different one. It may be that 2sEIPOS
had mu- as its original UF while actor focus was originally signalled by ulJ-. The
present use of either for both showing that the system is undergoing change.

From the perspective of natural phonology it is possibly a little simpler to posit
[mu-] as the underlying form for either. The nasal velarisation part of the rule is
an independently motivated process in A-T, whereas nasal labialisation is ad hoc in
this case.
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Rule 13A mu-Velarisation and Metathesis-

+nasal
# +anterior u + (e) v --> [-anterior]

-coronal
1 2 34 2 1 34

prefix
According to this rule, whenever the form mu- is prefixed to a word, metathesis
occurs (um-) concurrent with a change in the place of articulation of the nasal such
that it becomes [u]. An accompanying note is needed to indicate that this rule
applies optionally.

(95) a) /mu-kalehai/ -- > IUIJkaJCh3il- !mUkalCh3il 'remember'
b) /~lu-insaD/ --> ulJlJlnsalJ] - muinsaq] 'know'
c) Imu-hilJi! --> ulJhilJi] - muhiiji] 'hear'
d) /rnu-tipu/ -- > untipu] - mutipu] 'cheat'

Example b) shows that this rule would need to be ordered before u-
Gemination. Example d) shows the need to order this rule before both nasal
assimilation and high vowel laxing.

. Assuming mu- as the UF, Rule 14 which reduced mu- to m- with a small closed
class of verbs could be applied directly, with no ordering restrictions.

Though it would appear a little simpler to have mu- as the UF for the actor
focus. and 2sE morphemes than uU·, the latter requires the same number of rules
and less ordering restrictions. It remains then that either is a plausible UF to work
from. Until there are firm reasons to change we will persist in using ulJ- as the UF
for both 2sE and actor focus, which is the more commonly used surface form.

5.4.2 The aspectual enclitics

Changes relating to the aspectual enclitic I-mil (completive) and to I-kek/
(incompletive) in section 5.3 (Rules 17-19) were handled separately. Here an
attempt is made to combine the processes into more general rules. The first of
these deals with the placement of vowel initial enclitics after either I-mil or I-kek/.
For I-mil the process IS a simple one step vowel deletion.

Rule 17A - Vowel Deletion

V --> 0 / (?) + V

aspect clitic
According to this rule the completive aspect clitic I-mil reduces to [-m] and the

incompJetive aspect clitic I-kek/ reduces to [-k?] before a vowel within a word. The
completive clitic requires no further changes.
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(96) /lekbak ami -alJ/ -- > [It?ba ?malJ] 'we left'
leave CMP lxA

Ike- hrehtrelJ ami -rek/ -- > {kchrehtremmre?]
POS pregnant eMP lsA Iwas pregnant'

When completive I-mi! neither precedes nor follows a vowel, no such deletion
occurs.

(97)/lekbak ami sola -mul --> ~IE?ba?mi solamu]
leave CMP friend 2sPOS your friend has gone'

/la- ku- pa- tahhik ami -tek/ -- > [lakupatahhi?mitE?J
FUT 1sE CAUS continue CMP Dprx 'I must keep going

The incompletiveenclitic I-kek/ requires a further rule to reduce it to the form
I-kl.

Rule 19A - Glottal Deletion

? --> (2) / c _
Glottal stop only occurs syllable finally and so must be deleted whenever

immediately following another consonant within a word. The rule, Glottal
Deletion, is fed by 'Vowel Deletion and needs to be ordered after both Vowel
Deletion and k-Weakening.

(98) underlying form Isule-kek-alJl /bea-kek-rek/
k-Weakening sule-kev-an bea-kev-ee?
Vowel Deletion sule-kv-aq bea-kt-re?
Glottal Deletion sule-k-aq bea-k-as? .
Stress Placement su]e-k-aIJ bea-k-as?
surface form IsulekaUJ . , Jb.eakre?J

we are coming give me

Rule 19 deleted both the vowel and the glottal stop of incompletive -ke? in a single
step. Rule 19A only deletes the glottal as the vowel has already been deleted
under the more general vowel deletion rule 17A.

There is another situation in which completive I-mil is reduced in form.
Following a vowel final root the i of I-mil is deleted.

Rule 17B - i-Deletion

i --> 0 / V tm _ +
(99) /boho-mi-eek/ -- > [bohomee"] 'I am full'

/boho-mi tau! -- > boho-m tau 'we arc full'

If this reduced form is followed by a subsequent enclitic, no further. rules are
necessary; the surface form is duly generated. However, jf the completive clitic
marks the end of the word, the reduced form cannot stand without further
modification.
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Rule 18 - Nasal Velarisation

[+nasal] --> [-anterior] / ~
Nasal Velarisation has to follow i-Deletion but must precede Nasal

Assimilation which can occur across word boundaries. .

(100) underlying form /boho-mi tau/ /boho-mi-eek/
i-Deletion boho-m tau boho-m-eek
Nasal Velarisation boho-n tau -
Nasal Assimilation boho-n tau -
Stress Placement boho-n tau boho-m-eek
surface form Ib6h:m tau1 [bohomee"]

we are ful ' '1 am full'

The above analysis generates the various surface forms of the aspectual
enclitics, but requires four rules to do so. The earlier analysis, requiring only three
rules is therefore the more economic.

5.S Rule Ordering

As we have looked at the various rules which generate surface forms from their
underlying layers, it has become apparent that many of them need to be ordered to
bring about the correct surface manifestation. For several no such ordering is
necessary; they work independantly to effect a change unrelated to other changes.
The following table represents rules from sections 5.1-3 and also the two stress
placement rules, showing those that must be ordered (with the sequential notation
a-b-c). The re-mainder are listed arbitrarily. Table 14 represents the rules from
section 5.4 and any other rules from earlier sections that need to be ordered with
them under alternate analyses.
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Table 13 • Rule Order

17 Vowel Deletion

18 Nasal Velarisatlon

19 Elision:NCMP-kek

16 . Vowel Repetition

15 Glottal Epenthesis

13 ulJ-Labialisation & Metathesis

14 u-Deletion

20 Stative Intensification:h

21 Stative Intenslflcation.?

22 Stative Intensiflcationnj

23 Sty. Intens. Stress Placement

12 IJ-Gemination

5 Mid Vowel Laxing

11 Nasal Insertion:a

10 Nasal Insertion:high vowels

9 Vowel Assimilation

7 Nasal Assimilation

8 Nasal Continuantisation

6 High Vowel Laxing

4 d-Continuantisation

3 k-Weakening

2 Distal Voc. Stress Placemt.

1 Stress Placement



17B i-Deletion

18 Nasal Velarisation

13A mu-Velarlsation and Metathesis

7 Nasal Assimilation

12 u-Gemination

6 High Vowel Laxing

3 k-Weakening

17A Vowel Deletion

19A Glottal Deletion

6 FREE VARIATION

Speakers of A-T distinguish the speech of Aralle and that of Tabulahan as
being significantly different from each other to be separate, while remaining similar
enough to be considered dialects. Within these dialectal areas, slight differences
are reported between villages' usage. From my observation these differences are
more commonly speaker specific than village specific. Intervillage communication
and relocation between villages due to marriage for example are sufficiently stron~
and frequent to minimise these as areal differences, while they remain in speakers
idiolects.
We have already seen that Id/ is manifest as the phone [r] intervocalically. In the
main this is true, but in each of the Tabulahan dialect-speaking villages there are
individual speakers who will invariably use [d) even intervocalically. This then is a
speaker-specific variation.

(101) /ma-duqku/ ImarUlJkU] - !madUOkU] 'close'
ladahaul arahalJ] - adahalJ} 'horse'
Ipedoka! pefoka] - ped6ka 'gift'

The low vowels lrel and Ia! have been shown to contrast meaning (2.3.2).
Sometimes however there will be free variation between these sounds. this IS
again speaker-specific variation.

(102) [kreyyreJ)l - (kayya~] 'farge'
[uehhi"] . - tahhi?J 'straight on'

There exist then variations between speakers. Aside from these there arc
sometimes variations in the speech of an individual,

Such a free variation exists between stops and nasals in word-initial position
occurring in several words where the second consonant of the word is In!.
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Table 14 • Rule Order (Alternative Analysis)
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(103) [p5nna] #0# manna] 'jf'
poni] - moni] 'sound'
dmne] - ntnne] 'here' ~general)
done] - none] 'here' adjacent)
dono] - n6no] 'there' opposite)

The same individual may use either of these forms at any time.

The same speaker may fluctuate in usage between the un prefix and its'
metathesised counterpart mu-. He is far more likely to use un- at any given time
however. (See (84), (95))

7 FEATURES OF FAST SPEECH

·It is considered refined among speakers of this language to speak slowly,
People from Aralle as well as Tabulahan have related that Tabulahan is the
preferred dialect inasmuch as it is generally spoken slowly and carefully.
Nevertheless there are times when any speaker delivers a faster than usual string of
speech. When this occurs, there may well be features not found in slower, more
controlled utterances.

It has already been noted in 3.1, that certain vowel sequences, notably those
beginning with fa! can in skew the expected stress pattern, and particularly so in
rapid speech.

Fast speech can often cause elision of segments. The consonant /df in fast
utterances is frequently left off the morphemes di (general preposition) and di-
(passive).

(106) /la- di- aka! -- > [laiaka] 'What will it be?'
FUT PASS what

/di hipe/ -- > [ihipe] 'across (the valley)' .

Ali- pa- tama di loko/ -- > (ipatamai loko 1
PASS CAUS enter OP barn put in the barn'

Similurly the first segment in the morpheme la .. (future) CUll he lost to ruphJ
speech elision.

(107) /la-l-um- ao- mi -a1)/ -- > [arnaomaq] 'We are already
FUT INT go CMP lxA going to leave.'

(107) also illustrates the frequent reduction of the intransitive infix -urn-, The
first two segments of the infixed verb are sometimes omitted leaving modified roots
invariably beginning with 1m!.
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Nouns with an UF featurin~ geminate vowels and word final /kI frequently lose
the last vowel when suffixed with one of the possessives. This is especially so in
fast speech.

(108) /brerek-ku/ -- > [bre?ku] 'my head'
/biik-na/ -- > [bl?na] 'its bottom'

8 ADAPTATION OF LOAN WORDS

Speakers of A.•T like speakers of all languages, have allowed new words to be
accepted into general usage and to a greater or lesser degree to he adapted to suit
A •.T phonology. Some words haVing more recently entered the language than
others may not be as fully adapted, given the same sequences of sounds.

I first became aware of sound adaptations being made in the language through
hearing the difference in what people told me their names were from what they
used in calling' each other. Names originating outside the language area can be
viewed as a kind of loan word and show patterns that are likely to emerge when
new sounds are introduced to the language.

(109) Hardy ha?dij Simson sinsoq]
Herby E?bi] Johnson 5nsJIJ]
Arnie a?ni] Yordan y5?daIJ]
Elias lia?l Sofian s5?yaIJ]
Silas sila 1] Arlene a?1I1J]

From the above examples, we can summarise frequent changes made in loan
words:

a) word-final nasals become rlJ]
b) word-final s (and likely other non-nasal consonants) becomes [?]
c) r in word-medial consonant clusters becomes f?l
d) ussimilutiou of nusuls to point of urtlculutlon 0 following cousonunts

Some of these observations are indeed features of loan word adaptation. d) is
harder to test as combinations of heterorganic nasal plus other consonant are rare
in Indonesian.

8.1 Replacement of Foreign Sounds

The Indonesian consonants IgJ, /jl and leI are not part of the phonology of the
Tabulahan dialect of A-T. Usually loan words containing these are modified to /kI,
Id/ and It! respectively.



1. g --> k

(110) tuan guru [tuankuhU] 'teacher'
minggu mínku] 'week'
gergaji karakaji] 'saw'

2 j -> d

(111) puji [Púdi] 'praise'
janji dándi] 'to make agreement'
gaji kádi] 'salary'

3. c --> t

(112) celana [talána] 'trousers'
baca báta] 'to read'
cangkir tánki?] ·cup'

Similarly the Indonesian vowel/e/ has no equivalent in A-T and is adapted to
Ia! in most cases and to Iii between lsI and /kI.
4. e[e] --> a

(113) celana [tálana] 'trousers'
selamat saláma?] 'safe'
ketam káhtaIJ] 'plane'

5. e[e] --> 1

(114) sekolah ISikóla] 'school'
sekop sikópanl 'spade'
sekrup sikúru? ] 'screw'

[rl, though it occurs in A-T, is not a phoneme. Often in loan words Indonesian
Ir/ becomes A-T /h!. More frequently though it is retained as (rl.

6. r --> h

(115) surat [Súha?1 'letter, book'
tuan guru tuankuhu] ·teacher'

7. r --> r

(116) kursi [kUrúSi] 'chair'
gergaji karakaji] 'saw'
umur umúru?] 'age'
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8.2 Treatment of Word Final Consonants

Word final consonants are dealt with in one of four ways:

1. Anterior nasals are replaced with lUi. .
2. Other word final consonants are generally replaced by /kI which is weakened to

r?] in this position ..
3. the final vowel may be repeated followed by glottal stop.
4. lafJI may be added to the end of the word.

1. N# --> U#

(117) ketam [kahtalJ] 'plane'
senin [seniij] 'Monday'

2. C# --> ?#

(118) kasur !kasu.?] 'mattress'
pahat paAa?] 'chisel'
minyak mtnnee"] 'oil'

3. VC# --> VCV?#

(119) umur !Umuru?l 'age'
tanggal talJgala~ 'date'
sandal SandaJa?~ 'sandal'

4. C# --> CalJ#

(120) sekop [sikopaq] 'spade'

8.3 Breaking of Clusters

Illegal consonant clusters are handled by a vowel epenthesis process.

Loan Rule - Vowel Epenthesis

vee --> 1 2 1 3

123
vee --> veve
(121) kursi kuhisi] 'chair'

surga suhiga] 'heaven'
gergaji kafakaji] 'saw'
sekrup sikuru"] 'screw'

The last example shows the epenthesis working from right to left. This is most
likely because the Indonesian vowel I~I has no place In A-T phonology and
presumably the breaking of a consonant cluster precedes replacement of illegal
vowels.
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8.4 Consonant Gemination

One final process warrants mentioning in connection with loan word
adaptation. Sometimes in South Sulawesi languages a medial consonant is
geminated in borrowed words. A-T has been shown to exhibit geminate sonorants,
while voiceless obstruents pattern: he. As expected the same pattern occurs with
loan words in the event that such a process takes place.

c --> he / cc (cf Toraj a)

(122) kapal IkahPala?] 'vessel' (kappala)
ketam kahtaIJ 1 'plane' (gaitaq)
Kamis kammi'1] 'Thursday'

Despite all these adaptation processes, there remain borrowed words that have
not been adapted and others only partiallX so, retaining features of the donor
language. For example gergaji -- > [kafakaji] 'saw', has retained U], reflecting the
time of borrowing, while gaji -- > [kadi] .'salary' has been fully adapted to A- T
phonological patterning.

9 ARALLE D.IALECf - PRINCIPAL· DIFFERENCES

In the short time we have been able to spend in the Aralle dialect area thus
far", certain patterns of phonological divergence from the dialect spoken in
Tabulahan have emerged. Their treatment here will be cursory; the small amount
of data available is sufficient for only some of the principal differences to be
mentioned.

9.1 Segmentals

Aralle has the additional phonemes Ig/ and Ij/, occurring root-initially and
medially.

(123) A. T.

IgalJgu/ (gaogu] laliali/ (alia Ii] 'to bother'
lIagol lago) Isalalagl sabllaol 'spouse of in-law'

At times Ig/ corresponds with Ik/ in Tabulahan, especially so in the case of loan
words, which need not be adapted in this respect in Aralle.

(124) A. T.

/logol [logo] /lokok/ [loko"] 'a game for
children'

ImilJgul [miqgu] ImilJkul [minku] 'week'
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Like /g/, the Aralle phoneme /j/ has a low functional load. It is only found
word medially and corresponds to /y/ in Tabulahan in many cases.

(125) A T

/man-baja/ Imambaja] /maq-baya/ !mambaya] 'to weed'
/tuju/ t6)u] /tuyu/ tUJu] 'a reed'
/kaju/ kaju] /kayu/ kayu] 'wood'

Another consonant correspondence, though not as consistent as either /g/-/k/ or
Ij/-/y/, is /b/-/hl. In certain cognate word pairs, /bl in Aralle is equivalent to /hi in
Tabulahan. .

(126) A. T.

/balal [billa] /halal (hilla] 'fence'
/baa/ [ba" a] /haa/ ha .•..a] 'top plate' (house)

We saw that intervocalically Tabulahan Id/ becomes [1'], thou~h not with 100%
of the population. In Aralle, this does not occur. Idl remains [d] 10 all positions, [r]
only occurring in a handful of loan words.

9.2 Suprasegmental Features

Stress patterning is the same in both Aralle and Tabulahan and for the main
part so is intonation, My subjective impression, backed by reports from AralIe
speakers, is that intonation contours in Aralle are somewhat flatter. That is, while
mostly being the same shape as their Tabulahan counterparts, they do not reach
such high peaks and low troughs.

The possibly uniquely Tabulahan content question intonation: falling a perfect
fourth on the last stressed syllable and rising to the former level for remaining
syllables, is not used in Aralle. Instead a rise on the final stressed syllable followed
by a fall signifies a content question.

9.3 Distribution

As with other South Sulawesi languages, the Aralle dialect of A-T displays a
propensity for forming geminate consonant clusters. Where in Tabulahan only
sonorants are found in geminate clusters, stops and fricatives forming he clusters,
Aralle allows free formation of geminates with this latter grouping also.

(127) A. T.

/loppo! 15ppol /lohpo/ 15hpol 'vegetation'
/tapp'ak! tapea"'7] Itahpakl uihpa"'7j 'true'
/biulk! butl"] /bih tiki bihii"] 'foot'
/hesseek/ hessre?) Ihehsa::k/ hehsre?] 'mud'
/masussa/ rnasussa] /masuhsa/ rnasuhsa] 'difficult'

Occasionally a geminate in Aralle will correspond to a nasal/stop cluster in
Tabulahan.

(128) A. T.

/happakarp' [happakaq] /h~mp~k~u/ [hremprektclJ] 'rice picker
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NOTES

"l'here is a fourth condition which causes stress to be on both the penultimate
and the ultimate syllables. (See section 5.3 Rule 23).

2As this stress conditioned lengthening is entirely predictable and so slight, it
has not been marked apart from (43).

31 am interpreting the hh cluster as h [.~n] which fits the pattern for
obstruents, rather than asgernlnate h.

4Sirk terms these possessive 'enclitics" which behave like suffixes in regard to
stress placement. '

sThere may be other members of this class not yet encountered.

6Several rules in this section have been numbered A or B (eg.13A) to indicate
which rules in the previous section they are based on/most closely related to.

7Several days late March-early April 1990.
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